
THE RECEIVER

The fan willstop in case the following happens.

Lock position: the receiver has a built in safety feature to protect against obstruction during operation. Please
remove obstacles before re-starting.

a Over BOW protection: when the receiver detects power consumption which is greater than BOW, the receiver power
will be stopped and operation will immediately discontinue. Turn the receiver power on after 5 seconds to restart the
fan.

a

CARE & CLEANING

a

a

Periodic cleaning of your ceiling fan is the only maintenance required. Use a soft brush or lint free cloth to avoid

scratching the painVplated finish. Please make sure the fan is not operating when cleaning.

Do not use water when cleaning your ceiling fan. lt could damage the motor or the blades.

TROUBLE SHOOTING CHECKLIST

WARNING: THE CEILING FAN MUST BE SWITCHED OFF BEFORE TROUBLE SHOOTING lS PERFORMED.

A. Fuse or circuit breaker blown. Check main and branch circuit fuses or
circuit breakers.

Check power connections to fan. Must be
performed be a licensed electrician.

B. Loose power connections to
the fan. (Normally occur during
installation.)

G. No response from the remote
transmitter.

Battery is low. Replace batteries.
Gheck if correct remote transmitter is
paired with the receiver.

í. Fan will not start

A. Fan blades are not horizontal
to ceiling.

The blade may require adjustment at the
blade mounting screws;

B. Blade screws are loose. Make sure all screws are securely fastened.
2.Fan Wobbles

G. Blade/s are out of shape. Remove blade and lay on a flat surface to check
if blades are out-of'shape.

B. Loose fan blade screws. Re-tighten all screws on fan blades but never
over-tighten.
Re-tighten all screws in the hanging bracket or
plate.

3. Fan sounds noisy. C. Ceiling fan not secured
against ceiling.

4. MechanicalNoise.
A. Allow at least for 8 hours
settlinq-in period.
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